Case study: Education

Education
Scan to Google Drive app enables
better homework management for
secondary school pupils

The Challenge

App Benefits

As part of the ongoing learning requirements for students at secondary
school, students need to make copies of textbook pages or other

The Scan to Google Drive app cuts out

general documents in order to enable them to continue studying

unnecessary document printing and

whilst at home. Previously, this has meant printing multiple physical

enables more flexibility for students

documents or photocopying numerous pages at great expense.

when home working. The automated
workflow makes the process of scan
and upload quicker and more efficient,

The Solution

so students can focus on studying.

With the Scan to Google Drive app, students are able to scan
documents straight to their personal Google account, which they
can then access anywhere. The intuitive interface on the multi-function
printer Smart Operation Panel means that no training is required for
users. An automated workflow takes care of the scan to upload process,
and pre-configured settings confirm that the necessary documents have
been scanned correctly with readable quality before sending – ensuring
that students have the document quality required to continue studying.

The Workflow Process
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Student studying
at school

Student has lots of
documents and textbooks
required for learning

Student scans documents
using the Scan to
Google Drive app

Documents are
stored safely
in the cloud

Student can access
information securely,
anywhere
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